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A Good Day Board Book
Lilly loves her chocolate heart. Will she save it?
Forever and ever? What do you think?

Kitten's First Full Moon
Presents color photographs of kittens with different
texture patterns to simulate fur, skin, and
accessories. On board pages.

Penny and Her Sled
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New York Times–bestselling and Caldecott Medalist
Kevin Henkes follows five joyful elephants as they
march from dawn to dusk. Where are they going?
Read and find out! This engaging picture book is just
right for the youngest reader and is a perfect choice
for story time and bedtime sharing. Up and down,
over and under, through and around . . . five big and
brightly colored elephants are on a mission in this
picture book for young children by Caldecott Medalist
Kevin Henkes. Where are they going? What will they
do when they get there? It’s a surprise! With a text
shimmering with repetition and rhythm, bright pastel
illustrations, large and readable type, and an adorable
parade of elephants, Kevin Henkes introduces basic
concepts such as numbers, shapes, adjectives,
adverbs, and daytime and nighttime. A Parade of
Elephants is an excellent choice for story time as well
as bedtime sharing.

Oh!
The girl in this book grows chocolate rabbits,
tomatoes as big as beach balls, flowers that change
color, and seashells in her garden. How does your
garden grow?

Bailey Goes Camping
What can turn a bad day into a good day? You decide.

A Parade of Elephants
This book is about a book. A magical red book without
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any words. When you turn the pages you’ll
experience a new kind of adventure through the
power of story.Winning a Caldecott Honor for its
illustrations of rare detail and surprise, The Red Book
crosses oceans and continents to deliver one girl into
a new world of possibility, where a friend she’s never
met is waiting. And as with the best of books, at the
conclusion of the story, the journey is not over.

Winter Is Here
When Kitten mistakes the full moon for a bowl of milk,
she ends up tired, wet, and hungry trying to reach it,
but her adventure eventually leads her back home
where something special is waiting just for her.

Little White Rabbit
Shhh. They're sleeping now In the big, square house
live the two circle dogs. When the sun comes up and
the baby cries, the circle dogs wake up. With a flipflap of their tails, they're ready to play in a big square
yard. They like to eat and take a nap. Then it's time to
play again. And when night comes, the circle dogs like
to sleep and sleep and sleep. Shhh

How Things Grow
A spare, patterned text and glowing pictures explore
the origins of light that make a house a home in this
bedtime book for young children. Naming nighttime
things that are both comforting and intriguing to
preschoolers—a key, a bed, the moon—this timeless
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book illuminates a reassuring order to the universe.

My Heart Is Like a Zoo
This simple, profound, Caldecott Honor story is now
available as a Classic Board Book. All the world is
here. It is there. It is everywhere. All the world is right
where you are. Now. Following a circle of family and
friends through the course of a day from morning
until night, this book affirms the importance of all
things great and small in our world, from the tiniest
shell on the beach, to the warmth of family
connections, to the widest sunset sky. Now available
as a Classic Board Book, this Caldecott Honor picture
book written by Liz Garton Scanlon and illustrated by
Marla Frazee is perfect for the youngest of readers.

Sheila Rae's Peppermint Stick Board
Book and Finger Puppet
When Kitten mistakes the full moon for a bowl of milk,
she ends up tired, wet, and hungry trying to reach it,
but her adventure eventually leads her back home
where something special is waiting just for her.

The Red Book
The fun new Pete the Kitty series from New York
Times bestselling author-illustrator James Dean
introduces young readers to Pete the Cat before he
was Pete the Catwhen he was little Pete the Kitty!
Pete the Kitty loves so many wonderful things in
life—like birthday cake, ice cream, his guitar, and
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more. But what does this groovy kitty love the most?
Find out in this all-new board book!

So Happy!
"Olive Barstow was dead. She'd been hit by a car on
Monroe Street while riding her bicycle weeks ago.
That was about all Martha knew." Martha Boyle and
Olive Barstow could have been friends. But they
weren't -- and now all that is left are eerie
connections between two girls who were in the same
grade at school and who both kept the same secret
without knowing it. Now Martha can't stop thinking
about Olive. A family summer on Cape Cod should
help banish those thoughts; instead, they seep in
everywhere. And this year Martha's routine at her
beloved grandmother's beachside house is
complicated by the Manning boys. Jimmy, Tate, Todd,
Luke, and Leo. But especially Jimmy. What if, what if,
what if, what if? The world can change in a minute.

Kitten's First Full Moon
From Caldecott Medalist and Newbery Honor author
Kevin Henkes and acclaimed painter Laura Dronzek,
the bestselling and award-winning creators of When
Spring Comes and In the Middle of Fall, this picture
book about winter celebrates the sights, sounds, and
smells of the season. Snow falls, animals burrow, and
children prepare for the wonders winter brings.
Caldecott Medalist and award-winning author Kevin
Henkes’s striking text introduces basic concepts of
language and the unique beauty of the winter season.
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Laura Dronzek’s expressive paintings beautifully
capture the joyful wonders of winter. This is an
engaging companion to the best-selling When Spring
Comes and In the Middle of Fall. Winter Is Here is an
ideal choice for story time, seasonal curriculums, and
bedtime reading.

All the World
One bright spring day a little white rabbit sets out
from home on an adventure. What does he find?
Look! Everything is new.Anything is possible. . . .

Olive's Ocean
Little Bear loves his little boat. He rows it around
Huckleberry Lake, fishing and dreaming. But then
Little Bear begins to grow and grow, until one day he
doesn’t fit in his little boat anymore! All children who
experience growing pains will appreciate Little Bear’s
predicament. And they will smile with satisfaction as
the solution to his problem unfolds in simple, lyrical
words and charming pictures from two award-winning
picture-book creators.

Owen's Marshmallow Chick Book and
Finger Puppet
"Fanny sensed that from the moment she was born
she was meant to have a dog. It was as though some
unique and independent organ deep inside her, like a
tiny heart, couldn't thrive properly without one." With
humor and compassion Kevin Henkes tells Fanny's
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story. But this is not just a dog story. This is a story
about a girl and tier father. This is a story about
growing up. This is a story about wanting and getting
and realizing that nothing is simple or easy.

Kitten's First Full Moon
From two-time Newbery Honor and New York
Times–bestselling author Kevin Henkes, this timeless
novel about loss, loneliness, and friendship tells the
story of the spring break that changes seventh-grader
Amelia Albright’s life forever. Amelia Albright dreams
about going to Florida for spring break like everyone
else in her class, but her father—a cranky and
stubborn English professor—has decided Florida is too
much adventure. Now Amelia is stuck at home with
him and her babysitter, the beloved Mrs. O’Brien. The
week ahead promises to be boring, until Amelia meets
Casey at her neighborhood art studio. Amelia has
never been friends with a boy before, and the
experience is both fraught and thrilling. When Casey
claims to see the spirit of Amelia’s mother (who died
ten years before), the pair embarks on an altogether
different journey in their attempt to find her. Using
crisp, lyrical, literary writing and moments of humor
and truth, award-winning author Kevin Henkes deftly
captures how it feels to be almost thirteen. With
themes of family, death, grief, creativity, and loyalty,
Sweeping Up the Heart is for readers of Kate
DiCamillo, Rebecca Stead, Lauren Wolk, Kimberly
Brubaker Bradley, and Pam Muñoz Ryan.

Sweeping Up the Heart
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What a night! The moon is full. Kitten is hungry and
inquisitive and brave and fast and persistent and
unlucky . . . then lucky! What a night!

Old Bear
What a night! The moon is full. Kitten is hungry and
inquisitive and brave and fast and persistent and
unlucky . . . then lucky! What a night!

Furry Kittens
Sheila Rae is not afraid of anything. She walks
backwards with her eyes closed, steps on every crack,
growls at stray dogs, and bares her teeth at stray
cats. But when Sheila Rae becomes lost on the way
home from school, it is her "scaredy cat" sister,
Louise, who shows her a thing or two about bravery
and sibling love.

Egg
There’s a purrrfect little carnival coming to town, filled
with adorable cats of all different kinds! In this hintand-reveal board book, babies, toddlers and catlovers alike will enjoy discovering (and guessing) what
breed of cat is hiding on the next page. With playful
rhyming text from award-winning author Charles
Ghigna, aka Father Goose®, and beautiful
illustrations by celebrated artist Kristi Bridgeman, this
exuberant board book will have everyone guessing
what cat is that!
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The House in the Night
The snow falls all night. Everything is white. And
everyone wants to play. You can play, too! Come and
join the squirrel, the rabbit, the cat, the dog, and all
the children. You don't even need your snowsuit!

Protecting Marie
It had been only two months since Spoon Gilmore's
grandmother died, but already he was worried that he
would forget her. That's why he needed something of
Gram's - something special that had belonged to her,
something to remember her by. Spoon wasn't quite
sure what the something was, though he knew he
would know it when he saw it. But Spoon's little sister,
Joanie, did not leave him much time to look. She was
always following him, demanding attention. Spoon
didn't have the time he needed to think, or perhaps
he wouldn't have done what he did. 02 Nutmeg State
Children's Book Award Masterlist and 00-01 Young
Reader's Choice Award Program Masterlist

Stack the Cats
A 2018 Caldecott Honor book There was a cat who
lived alone. Until the day a new cat came . . . And so a
story of friendship begins, following the two cats
through their days, months, and years until one day,
the older cat has to go. And he doesn’t come back.
This is a poignant story, told in measured text and
bold black-and-white illustrations about the act of
moving on.
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A Carnival of Cats
One cat sleeps. Two cats play. Three cats stack! Cats
of all shapes and sizes scamper, stretch and yawn
across the pages of this adorable counting book. And
every now and then, they find themselves in the
purrfect fluffy stack!

Sun & Spoon
Bruce and Betty were going camping. Bailey had to
stay home. "You're too little," said his brother. "You
can go in a few years," said his sister. But Bailey
didn't want to wait. And, with the help of Mama and
Papa, Bailey went camping right where he was!

Circle Dogs
A latest entry in the best-selling lift-the-flap series
features concept-based depictions of subjects, from a
tadpole to an oak tree, that grow and change. By the
award-winning author of The Very Hungry Caterpillar.

Owen
In this playful and charmingly illustrated Classic Board
Book, Bear has so much to give thanks for! What
better way for Bear to say thanks than over a nice,
big dinner? Bear decides to throw a feast! One by
one, Bear’s friends show up with different platters of
delicious food to share. There’s just one problem:
Bear’s cupboards are bare! What is he to do?
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Red Bunny & Yellow Bunny
Egg is a graphic novel for preschoolers about four
eggs, one big surprise, and an unlikely friendship, by
Caldecott Medalist and New York Times—bestselling
author Kevin Henkes. Egg is not only a perfect Easter
gift, but also a classic read-alone and read-aloud that
will appeal all year long. This masterful and
stylistically original picture book introduces young
children to four eggs. One is blue, one is pink, one is
yellow, and one is green. Three of the eggs hatch,
revealing three baby birds who fly away. But the
green egg does not hatch. Why not? When the three
birds return to investigate, they’re in for a big
surprise! What will happen next? With a compelling
mix of comic-like panels, wordless pages and spreads,
and a short text featuring word repetition, surprise,
and suspense, Egg is an ideal book for emergent
readers, as well as for sharing in a group. Egg is sure
to inspire creativity and storytelling in preschoolers,
as they anticipate the page turns and determine their
own endings! Kevin Henkes is the bestselling author
of Lilly’s Purple Plastic Purse, Waiting, and Kitten’s
First Full Moon, among many other beloved titles.

Old Bear
Snug and warm, curled and furry, Old Bear sleeps.
Red, orange, and brown leaves fly through the air,
and it is snowing hard. Old Bear doesn't notice. Old
Bear is dreaming about being a cub again. He is
dreaming about the beauty of the world. He is
dreaming of everything he loves about the forest that
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is his home. Turn the page and you will see!

Lilly's Chocolate Heart
There once was a boy, a rabbit, a magic seed, and a
book. The boy, who was bored, went looking for
something to do. The rabbit, who was curious,
explored until he was lost. The seed was thirsty, but
soon it grew and grew and grew. And the book? You
are holding it in your hands. Turn the pages! It will
make you so happy.

Pete the Kitty: I Love Pete the Kitty
A heart can be hopeful, or silly, or happy. A heart can
be rugged, or snappy, or lonely. A heart holds every
different feeling, and debut author-artist Michael Hall
captures each one with a delicate touch. For each
feeling, the bold, graphic artwork creates an animal
out of heart shapes, from "eager as a beaver" to
"angry as a bear" to "thoughtful as an owl." An
accessible and beautiful debut, My Heart Is Like a Zoo
is everything a classic picture book should be: honest,
sincere, and speaking directly to even the very
youngest child. Ages: 0 - 5

Big Cat, Little Cat
One day, Red Bunny meets Yellow Bunny. They fall in
love and have a cute little baby. What color will that
baby be? And when that bunny has babies, what
colors will they be? The high-contrast words and
shapes are perfect for the youngest eyes and the fun
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story will keep kids engaged. This sweet board book is
a great introduction to colors and the concept of
diversity. Praise for Claire Garralon: "Little readers will
adore the clean-cut illustrations and sharply
contrasted compositions that burst with color at the
book's end. And who can't love these little guys? They
are adorable as they romp and play."—Kirkus on
Black Cat & White Cat

Kitten's First Full Moon
Owen has a basket of treats: jelly beans, gumdrops, a
chocolate bunny -- and best of all, a little
marshmallow chick. "My favorite," says Owen to a
surprise that's to good to eat. Gift set contains: The
Complete, original board book 5-inch finger puppet

Little Bear's Little Boat
Owen had a fuzzy yellow blanket. "Fuzzy goes where I
go," said Owen. But Mrs. Tweezers disagreed. She
thought Owen was too old for a blanket. Owen
disagreed. No matter what Mrs. Tweezers came up
with, Blanket Fairies or vinegar, Owen had the
answer. But when school started, Owen't mother
knew just what to do, and everyone -- Owen, Fuzzy,
and even Mrs. Tweezers -- was happy.

Bear Says Thanks
Cat loves to nap. If only he could find a good resting
place to hide from playful (and wide awake) Kitten!
Opposites and hide-and-seek make this a fun story for
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nap time -- or anytime.

Sheila Rae, the Brave
The original classic children's story about a bear and
his best friends, now in its 35th year! Once, long ago,
Bramwell Brown saw the much-loved Old Bear packed
away in a box in the attic. Now, Bramwell knows the
time has come to find his forgotten friend and save
him from becoming lonelier and lonelier. So, with the
help of Little Bear, Duck, Rabbit, and the other toys,
he plans a rescue mission. And it's three, two, one, off
they go! Jane Hissey's enchanting picture book about
a very special day makes a perfect bedtime story.

Cat Nap
A tale of sibling rivalry follows Sheila Rae as she
taunts and torments her little sister Louise with her
tasty peppermint stick.

My Garden
Caldecott Medalist Kevin Henkes’s award-winning and
bestselling mouse, Penny, stars in an irresistible story
about anticipation, disappointment, and a brand-new
sled. Told in five short chapters, Penny and Her Sled is
perfect for reading alone, reading aloud, and sharing
together. When Penny, a sweet and curious mouse,
gets a new sled, she can’t wait to use it. But there’s
one big problem—there’s no snow! Patiently, Penny
waits and watches for the snow to appear. She puts
on her scarf and hat. She sleeps with her mittens.
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Maybe if she’s ready, the snow will finally come. But
day after day, the snow does not arrive. Finally, Penny
decides she will use her sled for other things—it’s too
wonderful not to! With a little imagination, the sled
becomes a bridge for her glass animals to cross. It
becomes a bed for her doll, Rose. It becomes a magic
carpet that takes Penny and Rose on adventures all
around the world. And as Penny waits for a snowfall
that may never appear, she learns all about the
power of patience, imagination, play . . . and spring!
Told in five short chapters, and with an emphasis on
family and patience, Penny and Her Sled is the perfect
choice for emerging readers and for family sharing.
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